“Testimony for October 26, 2017 NYC Council Committee on Land Use, Public Hearing on Int. No.
1661 requiring a comprehensive urban agriculture plan for NYC.
Dear Friends:
I regret that I cannot be with you today—but our CSA and People’s Market are in full swing on
Thursdays, so I really have to be here, on West 122nd Street, in Harlem. My thoughts on a
comprehensive urban Agriculture Program are as follows:
1. Please consult with those whose feet are on (and in) the ground: the city’s urban
gardeners who have been at it the longest, and bring a wealth of knowledge and
experience.
2. Please emphasize the need for urban farms which include pollinator gardens and bees!
Our cities are the chief offenders when it comes to the failing bee population and diminishing
monarchs! Let’s give back—and produce more food with healthy pollinators! Humans will
die off if our pollinators die off!
3. DO NOT ALLOW the selling of pesticides which destroy pollinators and contaminate our
food! (Round-up, et al).
4. PLEASE PROTECT AND SAVE every community garden!
5. Consider roof & hydroponic gardens, and give subsidies for same—at once realizing
their limitations, limited access, etc.
6. Make room for urban gardens and farms. Not all land should first be used for building.
Cement, asphalt, & concrete are literally choking us.
7. INVOLVE YOUTH, INVOLVE YOUTH, INVOLVE YOUTH! Teach them the miracles, magic,
and magnificence of growing healthy, beautiful stuff that’s good for our bodies!
Thank you.
Cynthia Nibbelink Worley
Project Harmony, Inc.
216 West 122nd Street
NYNY 10027

Subject: Testimony on Comprehensive Urban Agriculture Plan

Dear Chairman Greenfield, Council Member Espinal, and Members of the New York City
Council Committee on Land Use:
I am a resident of Forest Hills, Queens and co-author of two recent studies on New York City
urban agriculture: Beyond the Kale: Urban Agriculture and Social Justice Activism in New York
City, a book published in 2016; and Five Borough Farm: Seeding the Future of Urban
Agriculture in New York City, published in 2012.
I am writing to provide testimony on Int. 1661, a local law in relation to developing a
comprehensive urban agriculture plan, to be brought before the committee on October 26, 2017.
I am unable to attend the hearing in person, and was advised by Joshua Levin at Borough
President Adams' office to submit via email.
Please find my testimony and adjoining material in the attached documentation.
Thank you for considering this testimony, and that of all New York City residents. I welcome the
opportunity to provide further input on the bill as it is considered by the committee and the
council, and on the plan if, and as it is developed in coming months.
Sincerely,
Kristin Reynolds

_______________________
Kristin Reynolds, Ph.D.
Forest Hills, NY
kristin@foodscholarshipjustice.org
+1-347-574-7395
twitter: @cultivatejust
website: www.foodscholarshipjustice.org
book project: www.beyondthekale.org

Sprouting and Nurturing Healthy Ideas

Testimony in Support of Intro 1661 Comprehensive Urban Agriculture Plan
Carolyn E. Zezima, Esq., President
Good morning. I am Carolyn Zezima. I am the president and chief consultant for NYC Foodscape, a food
systems & urban ag consulting business and blog. I want to express my general support for the proposed
comprehensive urban farming plan creation process you are considering today, but will have some comments on
the process. To begin, I commend the Council as a whole and specifically, Council Member Espinal and Brooklyn
Borough President Eric Adams for taking this visionary step towards building long-term resilience, economic
opportunity, food security, health and community sovereignty for all New York City residents.
By way of quick background, I am a lawyer, turned professional chef, turned urban farm founder,
advocate and consultant. I have launched, managed, planned and/or assisted in implementing at least seven
successful urban farming and youth gardening projects in Chicago and New York City in the past eleven years,
including starting an urban farm and environmental learning center in 2006 in Evanston, Illinois called The Talking
Farm. And in New York, partnering with numerous community organizations and settlement houses, including
serving as technical advisor to help plan and install the Battery Urban Farm’s inaugural 2011 season and advise
participating schools and community groups about gardening techniques and food production.
But the New York City urban ag project I’m most proud to have spearheaded and still manage regularly is
the Children’s Workshop Garden at Campos Community Garden in the heart of the East Village on E. 12th Street
near Avenue C. The children’s garden was created in 2013 in the wake of Hurricane Sandy’s destruction after
Campos Garden lost nearly everything to the devastating surge from the East River that accompanied the storm.
To help the garden recover, our neighbor, Children’s Workshop School, went out of their way to obtain a Citizen’s
Committee grant on our behalf and on students urging, because the students loved walking by and seeing it every

day on their way to school and didn’t want to lose it. In gratitude, we decided to use the funds to start a children’s
garden for all our community’s children’s benefit. The garden is a permanent therapeutic and safe space that
produces hundreds of pounds of diverse produce and herbs each season and features a gorgeous herb spiral in its
center. We just finished our fifth season of growing food, engaging the community and teaching and feeding kids
from local schools, local youth organizations like the Boys Club, summer camps and group homes. This season
culminated a couple of weeks ago with our very fun Garden Mystery basket program. Teams of third graders
opened surprise bags of various combinations of produce and herbs that grow in our garden, and then working
together, brainstormed, prepared, named and “styled” a dish designed not to feed themselves, but to feed the
other teams. It was an amazing example of seed to plate, using almost every skill, including cooperation and
teamwork, that a young person needs to develop into a self-sufficient, healthy and engaged citizen.
Thanks to this Council’s earlier forward-thinking legislation that has supported the use of city-owned and
other vacant land for urban farming, and the work of nonprofit and for-profit entrepreneurs and community
organizations, New York City neighborhoods have enjoyed a significant increase in urban agriculture in recent
years. Brooklyn Grange, East New York Farms, Eagle Street Rooftop Farm, La Finca del Sur in the Bronx, as well as
the projects I ‘ve worked on and mentioned above, are just a few varied examples of successful and diverse types
of early urban initiatives that grow a lot of food, engage the community and provide education about gardening,
farming and food production. I wrote a book last year about sustainability in affordable housing that included
chapters on food access, community gardens, urban farms, and green roofs that prominently featured the good
work in this area by New York City housing providers, such as NYCHA, Related Companies and Workforce Housing,
who have begun to use land at their sites provide urban farming, gardening and other food access opportunities
for residents at their sites, created with the help of local food and community garden organizations that work with
them. Indeed, for decades, NYCHA in particular, with its Greening and Gardening program, as well as its recent
partnership with urban farming organizations to create viable urban farms at its sites, has been an example for
other housing authorities around the country to follow.
These are the kinds of projects that I think epitomize some of the current and potential economic,
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environmental, health and community resilience benefits that having farms, gardens, rooftops and other places to
grow food provide. These benefits--especially those in outdoor open spaces using healthy soil and those in, for
and by underserved communities--can’t be overstated, and are well-researched and supported with evidence.
Increasing access to fresh healthy food, reducing monthly food costs and improving resident health; Teaching
basic vocational skills; Beautifying communities; Encouraging self-reliance along with important civic behaviors
such as water conservation, waste reduction, and recycling…these are just a few of the proven benefits that
growing food in a city can provide.
But these wonderful projects I mentioned just touch the surface of the potential we can achieve in this
city. We need more community-based as well as small commercial urban farming enterprises and more
opportunities generally for growing of food in the city to meet the growing challenges our city faces in the future.
As a critical mass, the amount of food we can grow in relatively small spaces around the city can be quite
significant: A study of out of Newark found that 1,900 community gardens totaling 30 acres produced
approximately $915,000 of food value in one year and almost $4 million over 4 years. Taking this to our own city,
as one eponymously named organization estimates, there are 596 acres of city-owned and leased vacant land
available in Brooklyn alone, and according to Urban Design Lab estimates, at least 5,000 acres of public and
private vacant land that could be used to grow food citywide and 3,000 acres of appropriate rooftop space…think
of the exponential dollar value that the Newark study’s estimates total in New York City numbers in terms of the
amount of food production, job creation and food security.
Beyond the economic considerations, urban farms and gardens are essential in other aspects of our city’s
resiliency plans. Since Superstorm Sandy wrought its destruction in 2012, many forward-thinking people in the
city’s administration, and in groups and projects such as Gardens Rising, in which Campos Community Garden
proudly participates, are looking for ways to increase the city’s resilience to climate change-related storm events,
including mitigating the impacts, damage and water pollution from storm surges and from peak and combined
sewer overflows. Gardens and farms—indeed, any green space with compost amended soils, as well as green
roofs, are proven tools for achieving those goals. For example, numerous studies show that gardens and properly
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installed green roofs significantly reduce the quantity and improve the quality of stormwater that enters our
waterways. Additionally, gardens and urban farms, both on the ground and on roofs, can help mitigate the
increasing detrimental impacts from the so-called “heat island effect” that large cities like ours experience as
global temperatures rise by cooling the surrounding areas and improving the air quality.
Achieving the potential that urban ag has for truly improving the lives of residents translates into helping
provide feasible access to land to individuals, nonprofit food organizations, and entrepreneurs who know how to
and want to grow food in New York City. From my real-life experience launching the Talking Farm in Evanston and
my work here in New York City, I understand how difficult it can be for small food and farming enterprises, let
alone resident groups, to find suitable land for growing food, and how important and powerful a resource and
partner city governments can be in supporting local food enterprises and resident groups find land and plan their
garden projects and urban farming businesses. Every piece of land is unique and it is essential to know the
specifics of a site in order to then determine whether it is suitable for urban agriculture and to what extent, and
what resources are needed to make it healthy and productive. The proposed plan here today supports the
development of additional innovative urban agriculture initiatives, food-producing community gardens and
rooftop farms by pinpointing where there is vacant and appropriate land suitable for food production and
exploring the policy and other considerations might make land use for agriculture more viable and accessible to
those who wish to farm it.
In closing, the entrepreneurial, food access, environmental and public health potential of urban
agriculture that this plan could lay the groundwork for is vast. The bill’s plan brings with it many areas that needs
input from and engagement with all stakeholders, from residents and citizen groups, gardeners, communitybased organizations, health providers, housing providers, educators, entrepreneurs, philanthropists and
advocates. The plan will need the on-the-ground experience and expertise of those who have lead the way, and
hear from those whose needs the plan seeks to address to delve deeper into specifics of the plan: 1) choosing the
best options for creating urban ag zoning ordinances, 2) assessing and removing as appropriate, any land use,
building department, health code and other administrative or bureaucratic barriers; 3) exploring and developing a
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broad range of incentives and resources that can help make these spaces productive and viable; 4) tapping into
the knowledge and experience of existing community, backyard and rooftop gardeners and farmers, including our
youth and educators; and finally, 5) ensuring that the plan is equitable and gives New York City residents in all
communities—especially those who need them the most--an equal and increased share of the land access and
tenure necessary to grow their own food and retain some degrees of sovereignty over their food system.
Again, I urge the Council to undertake this bold and visionary plan. I would be happy to work with you and
give continued input to develop this plan further as it progresses. Thank you again for letting me speak.
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Take 10 Steps to Create a Successful Community
Garden for Residents
By Carolyn Zezima, Esq.

The popularity of community gardens has
exploded in recent years to over 5,000 community
gardens nationwide. Many assisted and public
housing sites see the benefits of having community
gardening programs for residents and have started
these programs at their sites. For example, the
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) has
over 600 gardens at its housing sites, and even has
an in-house “Garden & Greening” program that
supports NYCHA residents who want to create a
community garden at their sites. And HUD has
several programs, such as its Neighborhood Networks program, that encourage assisted sites to
start community gardens for residents.
We’ll give you the basics about community
gardens, describe the benefits you’ll reap, and
explain the steps to take to start and manage a
community garden program at your assisted site.
What Are Resident Community
Gardens?
Resident community gardens are shared spaces
at assisted sites where residents gather to garden
and grow food. They can range in size from one
communal raised bed, to hundreds or thousands
of square feet of individual plots, to several acres.
They can serve just a few residents or as many as
50 or more, and can serve special populations of
residents, such as seniors, youth, or residents with
disabilities. Some sites have gardens that generate
income to benefit the garden program or for residents themselves, and grow a diverse array of vegetables, flowers, and herbs for sale. Many sites use
their gardens to teach classes, empower disabled
residents, and train residents for employment.

Benefits of Community Gardens
Community gardens provide numerous benefits to
residents and to assisted sites. Among the reasons
our experts gave for creating a community garden
at an assisted site, community gardens:
■ Give residents access to fresh, healthy food;
■ Reduce residents’ monthly food costs;
■ Improve resident health;
■ Create social activities for isolated seniors;
■ Reduce crime and drug activity;
■ Teach residents basic vocational skills;
■ Empower youth and disabled residents;
■ Encourage resident self-reliance;
■ Create income opportunities for residents;
■ Encourage water conservation, waste
reduction, and recycling;
■ Beautify site grounds; and
■ Increase site and overall area
property values.
Many new construction sites include community gardens in the site’s design, because owners
often get incentives through financing, zoning, and
green design programs, as well as state or federal
tax credits under programs such the Low-Income
Housing and New Market Tax Credit programs,
says Shaina Burkett, Human Services Program
Specialist at the Denver Housing Authority.
10 STEPS FOR STARTING AND
MANAGING A COMMUNITY GARDEN

The Insider consulted experts around the country
who have started and managed resident commu-
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nity gardens at assisted sites. They gave us a list of
10 steps to take to start and manage a successful
community garden program at your site:
Step #1: Assign Staff Member to Lead
Program
Assign a point person from site staff to lead
the planning process and oversee the gardening program. Many assisted sites have specific
positions, such as “sustainability coordinator,”
which include gardening as part of the positions’
sustainability and energy conservation duties.
Other sites use their service coordinator office or
HUD Neighborhood Networks program staff
to oversee gardening programs, or even recruit
AmeriCorps or Vista volunteers to do the major
legwork. These volunteers often live at the site
as part of their stipend and also become resident
garden leaders.
The staff member’s involvement can range
from direct planning and supervision of the
garden to being a point of contact for residents
and partner organizations who will actually plan
and run the garden program. Make sure the
staffer you’ve assigned knows he or she must stay
involved throughout the planning process and
the gardening season, regularly visit the garden,
and communicate directly and regularly with
residents, says Michael Harris, sustainability
projects coordinator at Foundation Communities in Austin, Texas.
Step #2: Determine Resident Interest
Success of your site’s gardening program begins
and ends with resident engagement and participation in the planning process, says Beth
Keel, sustainability initiatives liaison for the
San Antonio Housing Authority (SAHA), who
oversees 12 community gardens for residents
of SAHA sites. It’s important to involve them
from the beginning.
“Community gardens are 99 percent community, and 1 percent gardening,” says Harris. He
recommends you survey your residents to gauge
their interest in gardening and their desired level
of participation. You can also use the survey
to recruit resident garden leaders who will help
you plan and manage the garden through the
season and ensure important garden duties like
watering and weeding are completed throughout
the season.

Depending on the type and size of your garden, you’ll need to recruit at least 10 active gardeners and two resident garden leaders to make
your garden a success, says Burkett. For an
example of a survey you can use, see our Model
Form: Use Survey to Recruit Residents to Garden Program.
Practical Pointer: Survey and involve maintenance and other site staff, as well as residents,
even if they aren’t assigned to manage the program,
says Harris. Doing this helps get buy-in from maintenance and other site staff for the project and prevent problems from arising that affect general site
operations and maintenance. It also builds employee morale and creates working relationships among
staff members who would otherwise not interact,
says Erika Slaymaker, environmental sustainability
coordinator at Project H.O.M.E. in Philadelphia.

Step #3: Identify Community Partners
Many sites with community gardens don’t plan
and manage the garden program entirely by
themselves. Instead, they partner with experienced community organizations to work with
the site staff and residents to plan, fund, install,
and/or manage the garden.
It’s important to partner with organizations
that are truly based in the community and have
existing relationships with other organizations
that can support your garden program, says
Mac Levine, founder and executive director
of Concrete Safaris, an organization that runs
gardening programs at NYCHA sites involving
thousands of residents and tens of thousands of
square feet of growing space. You may want to
partner with several organizations that can contribute to different aspects of the program, such
as gardening supplies, soil and other resources,
funding, technical assistance, access to volunteers, educational opportunities, and potential
income or vocational training opportunities for
residents. At least one of your partners should
have local experience and expertise in gardening, soil health, and growing food in small spaces, says Levine.
Here are the types of organizations you may
want to consider contacting and recruiting as
potential partners:
■ Food access organizations;
■ Urban farming organizations;
■ City departments of parks and recreation;
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Model Form

Use Survey to Recruit Residents to
Garden Program

Use the following survey, prepared with the help of Michael Harris of
Foundation Communities in Austin, Texas, to determine if residents support a garden program. You can also use the survey to recruit resident garden leaders to help you plan and manage the garden through the season.
RESIDENT SURVEY— Community Garden
We are considering creating a community garden here at ABC Apartments.
Your input is valuable to this process. Please return this completed survey to
the management office.
1. Do you think a community garden would improve the site?

❏ Yes   ❏ Maybe   ❏ No

Sunlight. Most vegetables need at least six hours
of sun per day. Visit the site
location at different times of
day to see how many total
hours of sun it gets each day.

2. Would you like to participate at the garden?

❏ Yes   ❏ Maybe   ❏ No
If yes, how often?

❏ Once or twice a week
❏ Once or twice a month
❏ Once or twice a year

3. Do you have any prior gardening experience?

❏ Yes   ❏ No
4. Would you like to be a garden leader?

❏ Yes   ❏ No
Resident Name: ____________________________________________________________
Unit #: ______________________ Tel. #: ______________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________

Community development organizations;
■ Botanic gardens;
■ Horticulture societies;
■ Green building councils;
■ Open lands organizations;
■ Mayors’ initiatives for food and fitness;
■ Churches;
■ Foundations;
■ Volunteer service organizations; and
■ Housing authorities’ garden or greening
programs.
■

The degree of involvement of your partner
organization is up to you, depending on the size
and needs of your garden program. But choose
partners that have the time and capacity to help
manage the program and will stay involved along
with your site’s staff, says Harris.

Step #4: Select
Appropriate Location
The location and type of garden depends on a number of
factors. Not all locations on
your site are suitable for gardens, says NYCHA’s Garden
and Greening program coordinator Robert Bennaton.
Walk your site with landscape or other maintenance
staff and knowledgeable
partner organizations to
assess the site for the following features:

Space. How large is the
site? How many beds can you
fit in the space? Is there room
for other features, such as a
shed, seating, and composting? Will the garden block
any paths, doorways, or take
away from an existing use?

Water. Water access
is vital, and ideally, your
site should have access to a
spigot or other water source.
If not, or as a water supplement and conservation measure, consider collecting rainwater from
rooftops.

Soil. Plants grow best in soil that drains well
and doesn’t dry out too quickly. Avoid areas
where puddles form when it rains or are too
sandy and dry. An ideal soil for direct planting
has good fertility and good drainage, with no
history of contamination or industrial use. If
plants are currently growing in the area, make
sure they are healthy.
Practical Pointer: Consider having your soil
tested. Almost all states have an agriculture extension service or soil-testing lab where you can send
soil samples for testing for fertility and the presence
of contaminants and heavy metals such as lead or
arsenic. Soil tests cost between $15 and $150,
depending on what you request.
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Slope. Locate your garden in a flat area with
little slope.
Access. Make sure that the site has adequate
access to deliver soil and other heavy supplies. If
the area doesn’t have room for storage, do you
have an existing accessible storage area for gardening equipment and tools? And be sure that
disabled residents will have access into and around
the garden area to avoid violating HUD rules and
the Americans with Disabilities Act standards for
accessibility, says Keel.
Existing structures. Assess existing structures, fences, rocks, cement, shrubs, and trees to
determine which you’ll need to move and which
you can keep or reuse for the garden (for example,
using a cement area for garden tables, or large
trees as a shady area for resident gatherings).
Determine if gas lines, water mains, or septic tanks
exist below the area.

Step #5: Hold Planning Meeting(s) to
Plan and Design Garden
Once you’ve chosen your garden’s location, hold
planning meetings with partners, assigned staff,
and resident leaders to: (1) spell out the vision
and features for the garden; (2) design the space;
and (3) assign planning, design, and construction
tasks. You’ll probably have to hold more than
one meeting to make sure everyone understands
his role and responsibilities in garden planning,
installation, and day-to-day management, says
Levine. The garden team should create a plan that
addresses the following topics:
Type of garden. The type of garden depends
on who will be using the garden, the purpose of
the garden, the amount of space you have, how
much food you’ll want the garden to grow, the soil
quality at your site, and resident preferences, says
Keel. Two key factors to consider when planning
the type of garden are:
Planting beds. You’ll want to decide what

type of planting beds works best for your garden—for example, planting in raised beds or
planting directly into the ground. If your garden
is primarily for elderly or disabled residents, for
example, you’ll want to install raised beds that are
wheelchair accessible and high enough so residents
can reach from all sides without heavy bending,
says Keel. She recommends making at least a portion of any garden accessible for residents with
disabilities and to make all of it accessible if you

manage sites specifically for or have a large percentage of elderly and disabled residents. Many
of SAHA’s residents are elderly or disabled, so
Keel uses ADA-compliant raised beds that are
24 inches high, with paths at least 36 inches wide,
in all SAHA gardens.
But if your garden is for families or youth, and
your soil is in good health, planting in beds directly in the ground is fine. Other options include
planting using fences and other climbing gardens,
or if your site has no open space on the ground,
even rooftop container gardening.
Communal or individual plots. You’ll also

want to decide if the garden spaces will be communal, meaning the residents share all the space
and work on the garden together, or will consist
of individual plots or raised beds, says Burkett.
Communal gardens work well for smaller garden spaces so more residents can participate and
learn together, but they won’t necessarily grow
that much food for themselves. If your garden’s
purpose is education, youth empowerment, community building, or therapy for older or disabled
residents, you can use shared growing spaces that
residents can plant and harvest together, says Sandra Gray of Bickerdike Redevelopment Corporation. If the purpose is to give residents access to
fresh, healthy food and lower their food budgets,
you’ll need more space to give residents individual
plots to grow their own food.
Practical Pointer: If you tested your soil, the
test results can affect what type of beds you choose.
All soil can be improved with compost, but if your
soil has poor fertility or has a history of contamination, raised beds with new soil will be a much safer
option than planting directly into the ground. Also, you
can keep better track of individual plots if they are in
raised beds, and gardeners have less risk of plants
being trampled or eaten by animals.

Types of plants. Decide what kinds of
plants residents will grow in the garden. You
don’t need to chose the varieties—leave that up
to the resident gardeners to decide—just consider the types so you can better plan the overall
design. Types of plants residents can grow in
community gardens are:
■ Vegetables;
■ Herbs;
■ Grains;
■ Fruit and nut trees;
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Flowers and flowering bushes;
■ Berry and other food bushes;
■ Native and medicinal plants;
■ Perennials and perimeter landscaping; and
■ Climbing plants for fences, trellises.
■

Editor’s Note: Some sites also have beehives to
help pollinate the garden and create honey, and even
animals such as chickens, at their site. But some
municipalities bar the raising of bees, poultry, or other
farm animals, and you can face fines if you don’t follow the law. If you’re considering having a beehive
or raising chickens for eggs, be sure to consult your
site’s attorney to find out what local laws govern
these practices.

Structures and other features. Determine
what structures and other features to your garden you want or need, and whether you’ll have
to buy them, build them, or if any currently
exist at the site that you could reuse in the garden. Common garden structures include:
■ Sitting areas with rain/shade shelter;
■ Fencing with lock to reduce vandalism,
theft, and animals;
■ Shed with lock for storing tools and seeds;
■ Greenhouse to start plants;
■ Work table;
■ Water source;
■ Irrigation systems;
■ Rainwater collection tanks;
■ Compost collection area;
■ Vermiculture (worm composting) bin;
■ Educational signage and hands-on learning
tools;
■ Bulletin board for displaying rules and
updates;
■ Fire pit/barbecue;
■ Children’s garden/play area; and
■ Public art.
Garden installation process. Decide the
timeline for installing the garden and whether
you’ll pay professionals or use volunteers to do
the work, including cleaning the site, turning
sod, building raised beds and structures, ordering soil, filling beds, ordering or starting plants,
and setting up the watering system.
Educational and vocational activities. In
addition to growing food for residents to use
at home, many gardens have educational and

vocational activities. For example, Village Gardens in Portland, Ore., creates gardens at public
housing and assisted sites for at-risk youth, who
help plan, plant, harvest, and sell the garden’s
vegetables at an area farmers market. The program pays the youth an hourly wage through
a local grant, says Jason Skipton, community
programs supervisor at Village Gardens. Village
Gardens also runs resident gardens for families
that includes 15 hens for laying eggs, a kids
gardening and cooking program, and a training
program for community health workers using
the garden to advocate for good resident health,
says Skipton.
HUD rules encourage site owners and
managers to create educational and vocational
opportunities, and a garden is a good way to
create these opportunities (see HUD Handbook
4381.5, Chapter 9: Neighborhood Networks
Fact Sheet). Decide what kind of activities your
garden will have throughout the season.
Skills of gardeners and training needs.
Make a list of the gardening skills you’ll need to
install and manage the garden during the season. Ask which of these skills your garden team
currently has and find out where to get additional experts, technical assistance, and training for the skills the team doesn’t have. Skills
you should look for or may want in gardeners
include:
■ Analyzing and improving soil health;
■ Making compost;
■ Installing and operating irrigation;
■ Managing pests;
■ Starting plants;
■ Saving seeds;
■ Planning planting calendars; and
■ Cooking and preserving.
Sustainability. A garden is a great place
to grow food, but you can also use the garden as a living classroom for your residents to
learn about other sustainability and conservation practices. HUD rules encourage owners
and managers to educate residents on energy
and other conservation issues, so incorporating these practices into your garden could help
reduce water, energy, and waste costs at your
site in the long run. Consider whether your garden will:
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Cleanliness; and
■ Nonresident access.
■

Model Rules

Set Garden Rules for Residents

The Insider drafted these rules with the help of staff at Bickerdike Redevelopment Corporation in Chicago and Foundation Communities in Austin,
Texas. Ask your attorney about adding these rules to the garden-specific
rules residents helped draft to create a complete set of garden rules to use
for your site.
ABC COMMUNITY GARDEN RULES

1.

Security and keys. Residents are responsible for ensuring garden
safety and must lock up the garden when they leave. Residents will
get one key to the garden and any lost keys are subject to a replacement fee. Residents must not duplicate or give their key to any other
person and doing so will result in lost key privileges.

2.

Damage to garden structures. Residents are responsible for any
damage to garden structures, fences, and other site property.

3.

Guest policy. Residents are responsible for the behavior of their
guests and must ensure that guests abide by garden rules, and do
not create excessive noise or disturb the residents of ABC Apartments.

4.

Prohibited behavior. Smoking, drinking alcohol, using drugs, firearms, or fireworks, or starting fires outside of the barbecue are prohibited.

5.

Use of major garden equipment. All major garden equipment
and power tools, such as rototillers, lawn mowers, power trimmers,
and saws, must be used only by maintenance staff or by specified
trained individuals over the age of 16.

6.

[Optional, if you charge fees:] Fees. Residents must pay a nonrefundable fee of $[insert fee amt.] per year to use the garden. The fee is
payable by check or money order. The fee for a replacement garden
key is $[insert fee amt.].

7.

Warning and termination. Residents who violate the garden rules
will get one oral warning from the garden leader(s). Residents have
two weeks to respond and correct the violation. If the resident does
not do so, garden leaders will notify management, and the resident
will get a written warning notice and two additional weeks to correct
the problem. If the resident still doesn’t, or if the resident gets two
separate complaints resulting in written notices, the resident will get
a final notice terminating his or her gardening privileges.

Be organic and avoid chemical pesticide
and herbicide use;
■ Create biodiversity through planting native
and rare seeds and plants;
■ Reduce water consumption by using rainwater tanks, mulching, efficient irrigation, and lowwater plants; and
■ Reduce waste by composting, mulching, and
using recycled materials.
■

Troubleshooting. Discuss ways to prevent
problems with:
■ Vandalism;
■ Pests;
■ Animals;

Step #6: Create Garden
Budget
Garden programs can cost
tens of thousands of dollars
to create, but smaller gardens
don’t have to be that expensive, says Harris. He has
installed gardens at his assisted sites for as little as $2,000
to $4,000 each for gardens
with four to eight raised beds.
The initial costs of planning
and installing can be high, but
ongoing maintenance costs
are modest, and the cost of
starting up each subsequent
season is far less than the first
year.
Before starting your
garden, create a budget to
know how much the garden
will cost to install and where
you’ll get the funds to pay
for the garden materials and
labor. Grants and donations
from partner and other organizations, in-kind donation
of materials, and volunteer
labor will reduce actual cash
outlays to pay for the garden.
Planning and installation costs. These may

include labor, such as landscape consultants, designers,
and gardening and construction labor, and materials, such as:
■ Materials to build raised beds;
■ Soil;
■ Soil testing costs;
■ Machine rentals, such as sod cutter or rototiller;
■ Mulch;
■ Compost;
■ Compost bin;
■ Fencing;
■ Storage shed or chests;
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■ Path materials (wood chips, straw, pebbles,
flagstone);
■ Wheelbarrow;
■ Hand tools, such as clippers, cultivator, and
hammers;
■ Large tools, such as rakes, shovels, spades,
and hoes;
■ Irrigation supplies;
■ Water fixtures;
■ Hoses;
■ Watering cans;
■ Buckets;
■ Trellises and bamboo poles;
■ Lights;
■ Tables, chairs, and benches; and
■ Trees, perennial plants, shrubs, and large
bushes for shared/perimeter gardens.

Annual gardening and maintenance costs.
These are the costs to plant and maintain the garden each year. These include:
■ Plants, seeds, bulbs, and flowers;
■ Mulch;
■ Compost;
■ Fertilizer;
■ Replacement tools;
■ Repair costs;
■ Training costs; and
■ Additional liability insurance (find out if
your current liability insurance covers resident
gardening and if not, whether you can put a rider
on the policy to cover any potential liability from
resident injuries in the garden).

Step #7: Hold Launch Meeting, Create
Garden Rules
Present the garden plan to all interested residents
before you begin installing the garden to get them
excited about the program and to enlist their help
in installing the garden. At this meeting, ask the
residents to help draft garden rules that will work
for your garden and your assisted site. Don’t leave
residents out of the rule-making process, says Burkett. Having residents create rules will keep them
invested in the garden throughout the season and
empower them to help prevent problems later.
Rules residents can create. Residents who’ll

be using the garden should come to an agreement
about rules for:

Garden opening and closing dates and times;
■ Plot assignment procedure;
■ Minimum garden use requirements;
■ Garden bed neglect and abandonment;
■ Communal vs. individual activities;
■ Watering instructions;
■ Composting instructions;
■ Prohibited plants, pesticides, and fertilizers;
■ Complaint procedure and communication
with management;
■ Volunteer requirements, such as number of
hours and tasks; and
■ Procedures for the storage and use of tools,
seeds, and plants.
■

Rules management should create. To make
sure that any problems that arise in the garden
don’t spill over into the rest of your site, create
some garden rules of your own and add them
to the residents’ suggested garden rules. We’ve
drafted a set of Model Rules: Set Garden Rules
for Residents, that you can add to the rules that
residents create. Here’s what your rules should
cover:
♦ Security and keys. Require residents to lock
up the garden when they leave. Tell residents that
they must not give their key to any other person
and that doing so will result in them losing their
key privileges [Rules, par. 1].
♦ Damage to garden structures. Require residents to pay for any damage to the garden’s structures, fences, and other site property contained
within the garden [Rules, par. 2].
♦ Guest policy. Spell out residents’ responsibility to supervise the behavior of nonresident guests
[Rules, par. 3].
♦ Prohibited behavior. Spell out prohibited
behavior, such as use of drugs, alcohol, firearms,
tobacco, fireworks, and open fires (other than barbecue) [Rules, par. 4].
♦ Use of major garden equipment. Require that
all major garden equipment, such as rototillers,
lawn mowers, power trimmers, and saws be used
only by maintenance staff or by specified trained
individuals over the age of 16 [Rules, par. 5].
♦ Fees. If your garden plan is funded in part
by garden membership fees, spell out the fee
policy, as well as any additional fees for items like
replacement keys. It’s a good idea to run any fees
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and deposits by your local HUD
office before you start charging
residents fees [Rules, par. 6].
♦ Warning and termination.

State written warning notice and
termination procedures for not
complying with garden rules.
Some sites give residents oral
notice first, followed by a written notice with time to remedy
the violation, and then terminate
residents’ gardening privileges if
they don’t comply or after two
written notices [Rules, par. 7].
After you install the garden,
laminate and post the complete
rules on a bulletin board in the
garden so all residents and their
guests can see them, says Slaymaker.

➤ Gardening and Funding Resources
Most funding for gardening programs comes from relationships with local
organizations and businesses, but there are some national organizations
that fund gardening programs. Here are examples of sources that you can
use to fund the garden:
•

Grants from partners, local government, and gardening, educational, and environmental organizations;

•

Private and corporate donations;

•

In-kind donations of materials, tools, and volunteer labor;

•

Membership fees (be sure to check with your HUD office before you charge
residents fees to use the garden to avoid violating HUD Handbook rules on
extra fees, see, e.g., Handbook 4350.3, par. 6-25 and 4381.5, par. 4-6);

•

Sales of produce;

•

HUD funding, including grant funds for service coordinator, residual receipts,
owner’s equity, funds borrowed from the reserve for replacement accounts,
rent increases, special rent adjustments, and excess income (be sure to follow
HUD Handbook rules regarding use of these sources of funds);

•

Fundraising events; and

•

HUD grants (the HUD Web site provides a frequently updated list of funding
opportunities at: www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/mfh/nnw/fundingopps/fundingopps.cfm).

Step #8: Have
Participating Residents
Here’s a list of Web sites with more information about starting your garden
Sign Garden Agreement
program, including where to find funding, technical assistance, volunteers,
and supplies:
Have each resident who wants
• American Community Gardening Association (www.communitygarden.org)
to participate in the garden complete and sign a garden agree• American Horticulture Society (www.ahs.org)
ment before she’s assigned a bed
• HUD Community Development Block Grant program (http://portal.
or gets a set of keys. Ask for basic
hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/comm_planning/
resident contact information
communitydevelopment/programs)
and gardening experience, and
• HUD Neighborhood Networks (www.neighborhoodnetworks.org)
then incorporate your garden
• Housing Services Corporation (www.hscorp.ca/our-programs-and-services/
rules into the agreement so resisocial-innovation-and-partnerships/seed)
dents will know what the rules
• National Gardening Association (www.garden.org)
are when they apply and agree
• Trust for Public Land (www.tpl.org)
to comply. Make sure residents
• State agricultural extension services
know where to get the agreement
and post it on your site’s Web
site with other resident documents, says Levine. Your agreement will vary based on the rules
munal activities. Plus, a few garden spots usually
you’ve created. Sign the agreement and give one
open up during the season if gardeners abandon
copy to the resident, another to the resident garden
their site or violate the rules, and the garden leadleader(s), and keep the original in your site’s files.
ers can contact the waitlisted residents to see if
they’re still interested in gardening.
If more residents apply than there are available
individual beds, take their agreements anyway,
and put their names on a waiting list. Then give
the agreements and the waiting list to the resident
garden leader(s), and they can monitor garden
availability. Depending on the garden program,
waitlisted residents still may participate in com-

Include indemnification clause. Be sure

to add an indemnification clause to any garden
agreement to avoid liability for injuries and damage caused by residents. Show the clause and the
agreement to your site’s attorney before using it.
Here’s a sample clause you can use:
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Model Language
To the extent permitted by law, Resident shall
indemnify and hold harmless ABC Apartments, its
managing agent, and its respective officers, directors, beneficiaries, shareholders, partners, agents,
and employees from and against all fines, suits,
damages, claims, demands, losses, and actions
(including attorney’s fees) arising out of, or relating to, all acts, failures, omissions, and negligence
of Resident, his or her agents, employees, visitors, guests, invitees, and contractors, arising out
of or in any way relating to Resident’s use of the
garden. This indemnification shall apply to both
claims of third parties and claims of the resident
or any guest of the resident.

Step #9: Hold Regular Garden
Meetings
Holding regular meetings will keep residents
involved in the garden and ensure that any
problems that arise are solved quickly. Residents with gardening experience can share
knowledge of garden practices with inexperienced gardeners. Use meeting times to:
■ Fine tune garden rules;
■ Troubleshoot problems like pests, noise,
and vandalism;
■ Hold training and educational programs;
■ Conduct group activities, such as soil
preparation, communal planting, composting,
weeding, and harvesting; and
■ Get resident feedback to aid in next season’s planning.
Step #10: Document and Publicize
Progress and Successes
Document the progress and successes in the
garden with photos and updates in site newsletters or on its Web site. Doing this can help
create a favorable “buzz” about the garden
and enhanced image for the site, while helping
to reduce opposition from staff, nongardening
residents, or neighbors in the area. Plus, funders
love to see photos of gardeners in action and
hear about bottom-line successes, like the total
pounds of produce grown or the amount of
money residents saved in food costs throughout
the season, says Slaymaker. ♦
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Alice Forbes Spear, 462 Halsey Community Farm

Hello my name is Alice Forbes Spear and I am a founding member of 462 Halsey Community
Farm in Bed Stuy. Since 2012, our space has gone through a number of transformations:
long-abandoned lot to community garden, community garden to NYC Park to its latest iteration as a
fully functioning, volunteer-run urban farm. We’ve struggled through myriad projects in this time, from
the age old question “how do we get water,” to the age-older question, “how do we channel all of our
differences as a community to create something valuable?” Our successes have been greater than our
struggles: every week more 100 families participate in GrowNYC's Fresh Food Box at our farm; we
have a sliding-scale farmer’s market that allows every resident in our gentrified neighborhood to buy
affordable, organic vegetables with dignity and respect; we have diverted nearly 100 tons of food waste
into compost to nourish our crops. Perhaps most importantly, we are a thriving community space
utilized every day by Bed Stuy residents who need a green space, who want to teach their children
about flowers and bees, who understand the importance of food sovereignty and want to learn more.
But I’m not here today to talk about our successes - we have this handy little book for that.
Instead, I am here to talk about how we aren’t reaching our potential. Taking great pride in our
resourcefulness does not mean that we don’t wish that we had more support from the city. For the past
two years, our space has thrown all of its resources into installing a long-term irrigation system
powered by solar panels. This will transform the way we farm, and is also an infrastructure project that
transforms our little park. With proper institutional support, it would not have been a two year project
that spent our entire meager budget. As projects like ours get more ambitious in scope, as we become
more necessary in the face of climate change and rising food prices, we need more from the city. Some

of us need support for infrastructure projects like ours; all of us could use more people power - which is
an opportunity for the city to invest in urban agriculture as well as green jobs for young people.
I got my start on Eagle Street Rooftop Farm; like many young hipsters, I thought I was as the
forefront of the urban agriculture movement. The more I learned, the more I realized the error and
arrogance of my beliefs. I was not part of the vanguard - the vanguard was the Karen Washington’s,
Yonnette Flemming’s, Brenda Duchene’s, and my own personal garden hero, Ena K McPherson. These
women, and others like them, have been getting the job done and then some for decades. They’ve
created farmers markets, green jobs and community spaces - labors of love that nourished their
neighborhoods long before kale was trendy. If you want to learn what will feed our city in the future,
look to our past.
Thus far, investment in urban agriculture has meant millions being poured into indoor farms that
grow microgreens that sell at place like Foragers and Whole Foods. This perpetuates the same
capitalism-serving inequities that always existed in our food system. And while New York City
probably has a high proportion of people who eat only micro-greens, those of us who aren't voluntarily
starving need more than baby kale to survive. We need calorie and nutrient rich foods like squash and
beans. Foods that the market hasn't deemed profitable but that humanity needs for survival. The city
could invest a small fraction of those millions and get all of our small urban farms reaching their full
potential. As an example, if our space could afford to hire a farm manager for 15 hours a week, not
only would our crop production increase, not only would our capacity for education programs increase,
but we'd be able to partner with the city to hire green teens. Community gardens and farms are full of
potential: for healthy affordable food, for waste diversion and green jobs. We provide more bang for

the buck than any start up ever could. Let's cut out the venture capitalists and invest in these important
public works.
2017 has been a rough year for America. We've all watched as climate change has hit our
country with tenacity that can't be ignored, magnifying a threat facing all of us. Many of us feel the
same way about rising income inequality in the city, the country. We can't talk about food justice
without talking about racial justice, housing justice and economic justice. It is vital that as the city
plans for our future, it financially supports infrastructure, including green jobs, for community-run
farms and food-growing gardens. As the federal govt miserably fails its most vulnerable citizens again
and again, it's time for the NYC Council to show leadership. Give New Yorkers what we deserve - real
affordable housing for low and middle income New Yorkers and support for our green spaces that
grows our food, our kids and our communities. Thank you.

Committee on Land Use- October 26, 2017
Testimony of Green City Force
Re: Intro 1661
In Relation to Developing a Comprehensive Urban Agriculture Plan
Green City Force (GCF) applauds this legislation that seeks to expand urban agriculture in NYC.
We thank Councilmember Espinal for introducing this important bill, and for being a champion of
local agriculture and opportunity youth.
For over 5 years, GCF has been building and maintaining urban farms in partnership with the New
York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) and local community-based organizations specialized in this
area, while creating career pathways into related fields for young adults who live in public
housing. Farms at NYCHA, powered by GCF, is a citywide initiative to expand urban agriculture
while creating career pathways for young adults who live in NYCHA, part of the City's broader
Building Healthy Communities initiative, that includes NYCHA, The Mayor’s Office of Strategic
Partnerships, and The Fund for Public Health in New York with Added Value, East New York Farms,
Isabahlia Ladies of Elegance Foundation, and Harlem Grown as local partners to each farm across
the city. We are not able to be with you in person today as our teams of young NYCHA residents
serving as members with GCF are busy building a new urban farm in Forest Houses in the Bronx.
Our approach demonstrates the power of urban agriculture to improve access to healthy produce
while expanding economic opportunity for young adults. GCF's Urban Farm Corps is the only
service program in the country through which young residents of public housing lead the
transformation of public housing land into large-scale farms generating tons of organic produce
for fellow residents, while preparing for careers. We are honored to have been recognized locally
and nationally as a model for the country and to lend our example to support efforts to grow
urban agriculture tied to building equity and opportunity in the new economy, across New York
City.
Green City Force constructed and maintains 4 urban farms in NYCHA developments across the
city, with a 5th farm under construction in the Bronx. Our track record stands as testimony to the
potential of expanding this field:
Farms at NYCHA 2017 Service Initiative Outcomes (through September):
 16,500+ pounds of free organic produce distributed to NYCHA residents in
exchange for compost scraps or volunteer hours;
 4,600+ pounds of organic waste collected from NYCHA residents and diverted
from the municipal waste stream;
 3,000+ farm visitors welcomed;
 360+ NYCHA resident volunteer shifts;
 340+ students educated in farm-based learning;
 90+ events hosted at the farms, (includes Farm Stands).

Farms at NYCHA 2016 Service Initiative Outcomes:
 12,400 pounds of free organic produce distributed to NYCHA residents in
exchange for compost scraps or volunteer hours;
 3,100+ pounds of organic waste collected from NYCHA residents and diverted
from the municipal waste stream;
 3,300+ farm visitors welcomed;
 230 NYCHA resident volunteer shifts;
 340+ students educated in farm-based learning;
 60+ events hosted at the farms, (includes Farm Stands).
Cohort 12 (March, 2016- January, 2017) Career Outcomes:


94% secured employment or enrolled in college within 6-months of graduating.

In addition to GCF's service and training program, our graduates are working in composting, food
and farm-based learning and entrepreneurship. For example, GCF graduate Paul Philpott owns his
own hydroponic farm, Gateway Greens, incubated by Square Roots, and is inspiring other GCF
graduates to pursue creating their own businesses in this area. Expanding urban agriculture will
increase opportunities for family-supporting work and allow young adults to build solid career
paths.
As you consider this legislation to facilitate the growth of urban agriculture, we urge you to include
measures to ensure that opportunity youth, young adults who live in public housing and in other
low-income neighborhoods are actively and specifically included as key actors. Thank you.

Subject: Testimony for October 26, 2017 NYC Council Committee on Land Use, Public Hearing on Int. No.
1661
I am writing to you to express my support for the development of a comprehensive urban agriculture
plan to strengthen and expand urban agriculture in the City.

As a science educator for 25 years at one of our City’s world renowned science institutions I have had a
chance to work with science learners of all ages and backgrounds. Some of the most powerful
educational experiences I have seen have occurred in our parks and gardens, large and small. These
places are our “wilds” places where plants and animals are interacting in a variety of ways. Where
behaviors, adaptations and interactions can be observed first hand in our community backyards.
In our age of “nature deprivation” that can be magnified in our urban settings, it is important that we
encourage these green places where we can observe and learn first hand form the interactions of real
live organisms. Darwin himself refined and tested his own understandings in the gardens of his back
yard and of his neighborhood.
A comprehensive plan is important to make sure that all New York City communities benefit from these
rich science learning opportunities. The plan should encourage and support gardens in all communities
and in connection with schools in all neighborhoods. There should be efforts made to support educators
in guiding students in exploring these places as well as allowing independent exploration in after school
hours and non-school times of the year.
Great science and great learning has and can happen in gardens and agricultural settings. Those of us in
the concrete jungle need to make an extra effort to make sure our communities are not deprived of
these real, live, rich learning environments.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Jay Holmes
3657 Broadway
New York, NY 10031

Testimony in favor of Bill 1661:
In 2016, Teens for Food Justice, our social justice/Urban Agriculture not for profit, built its
second indoor hydroponic farm at a school in Bed Stuy. This farm has become a treasure trove
of hands-on learning and teaching opportunities for the students of UA Unison School and a
touchstone for the surrounding neighborhood.
UA Unison is a Title 1 Community School, where more than 90% of students are eligible for free
and reduced lunch, and serves a largely food insecure community. The wholesome produce
grown by the students at our farm nourishes the bodies of the students who plant the seeds and
watch over the crops until harvest. In the 2016 school year our farm, situated in a repurposed
science classroom, grew more than 1,100 lbs of produce, which students enjoy in the cafeteria
and distribute to school families. This nourishing effect ripples outward, placing students and
their families on a path towards improving their health through greater consumption of fruits and
vegetables and better nutrition.
In addition to serving as a rich laboratory environment for teaching topics such as chemistry,
biology, and entrepreneurial skills, the lessons taught on the farm spark a greater awareness of
self. As they grow food for their school cafeteria and community, our students learn about
nutrition, health, food policy and social justice and share this knowledge with others,
transforming them into advocates who can help their community gain access to the resources it
sorely needs.
Independent evaluations over the past three years have shown that more than 50% of TFFJ
students feel more confident in science, see themselves as leaders, and believe that they can
make a difference in their communities after completing just one semester with the program. In
addition, 70% report understanding the importance of eating fruits and vegetables and now
consider themselves healthy eaters.
We are currently completing construction of our third youth built/youth run farm at DeWitt Clinton
High School in the Bronx--which is set to grow more than 20,000 lbs, 10 tons, of produce
annually. This food will be consumed by students in the cafeteria each day and distributed, for
free and affordably, directly into the local food desert community significantly increasing healthy
food access in that area. Funded through a public/private partnership that includes support from
Councilmember Andrew Cohen and Green Mountain Energy Sun Club, the farm will provide
hands-on, integrated STEM learning to 100 students annually, real-life preparation for urban
agriculture careers and higher education, and a nutrition education and healthy food access hub

that can improve health outcomes for thousands of community members. Additional farms on
this scale are in development in Manhattan and Brooklyn with support from Borough President
Gale Brewer, City Councilmember Helen Rosenthal, Borough President Eric Adams,
Councilmember Laurie Cumbo, as well as Whole Foods Market and Maimonides Medical
Center. 1661 would expedite and streamline the implementation process, enabling youth-run
farms, such as these, to rapidly expand throughout the city.
To ensure the proliferation of projects such as these, that both nourish New Yorkers of all ages
in all boroughs and provide rich educational and workforce development experiences for the
next generation, we highly support this bill. In addition, we support the development of a
comprehensive urban agriculture policy that can build this growing industry, thus providing a
workforce pipeline for the students we train.
Thank you.

Presented by:
Katherine Soll, CEO/Founder Teens for Food Justice
Harrison Hillier, Hydroponics Manager, Teens for Food Justice

Testimony for October 26, 2017 NYC Council Committee on Land Use, Public Hearing on Int. 1661
By Qiana Mickie, Executive Director, Just Food

Thank you City Council Member Espinal and other committee members for the opportunity to submit
testimony. My name is Qiana Mickie and I am the Executive Director of Just Food. Like my colleagues
and urban ag community partners, I am interested in any legislation that will impact our communities
and want to ensure that equity is embedded in the process and outcomes. It is well known and
documented, that New York City has a long history of urban ag and food access. From abandoned lots
turned into community gardens to larger urban farms- long standing residents, in particular those that
are under-resourced have turned soil into rich soil to grow food when others left. Urban farmers like
Sheryll Durrant garden manager of Kelly Street Garden and New Roots Community Farms, the youth at
East New York Farms!, Yonette Fleming at Hattie McCarthan garden, Cindy Worley of Wilson garden in
Harlem and many others are environmental stewards, change makers, and urban leaders. There gardens
are places for trainings, youth, and community development.
I have concerns and reservations with Int. 1661. To be comprehensive, it must include and benefit those
who have worked the soil, grown food, and developed community at great expense and livelihood. Most
of this work was done with little resources, much grit, sweat equity, and by folks of color. The value and
contribution of community-based urban ag must not be marginalized.
Organizations like Just Food, New York City Community Garden Coalition, Farm School NYC, and other
community partners and growers possess immense and valuable expertise, knowledge, and should be at
the table in developing urban ag legislation. I worry that the 7/1/18 deadline is not sufficient time to
build a comprehensive urban ag plan that ensures equitable engagement of historically marginalize
voice-in particular low-income and people of color.
The term “food deserts” has been used often today. I do not ascribe to that term nor do many of my
social justice counterparts because it doesn’t address the lack of equity and the intentionality of
segregation of resources in it. We use the term “food apartheid”. If this plan does not include the most
impacted, this bill will perpetrate food apartheid under the pretense of urban ag. I’m hearing
“advocates”, but to date the advocates I know and partner with from the community have not been a
part of the development of Int. 1661. Many of us, including me did not know this was happening until
recently.
Food access in this bill should also be addressed with a lens of equity and community. While there are
different forms of urban ag in our diverse city, the variety and bounty of soil based urban ag cannot be
minimized or lost. A bill that is to be comprehensive must support healthy food access that
encompasses seasonal and culturally relevant food that our communities grow and want. An urban ag
bill should support models of resiliency. History has shown that grassroots urban ag is that and a future
bill should support their efforts.

Subject: Re: Molly Culver / The Youth Farm Testimony on Bill #1661

Hello again,
My testimony should be amended to include remarks I made on the made on the fly during my
verbal testimony:
-that urban farms and school gardens such as the Youth Farm also rely on production and sales to
survive; (it is not only for profit, commercial or start up hydroponic farms that rely on
production); we all need clarification of rules and true support from the city to increase
production and food safety protocol
- School gardens and farms need a comprehensive plan for how we can begin to sell or provide
food we grow to Title One high schools where the need for food security and nutrition is highest
amongst the student body; The Youth Farm as the largest in ground school garden has helped the
city adopt regulations around soil safety; we would love to become a model for NYC and other
cities for how DOE can contract with urban farms to get fresh culturally relevant food into
cafeterias; resources are needed here, and we hope this plan can help allot some resources in this
direction as the city can not afford to pay the increased emergent care costs associated with
obesity and diabetes; it is imperative we invest in the engagement and education of young people
from the most historically marginalized communities!
- I want to acknowledge my white privilege, privilege of college education, fluency in English,
my heterosexual privilege and simply acknowledge it can be easier for people who share similar
privileges to gain power in these kinds of spaces. My main concern is around equity in this
planning process. I believe that the way the Urban Agriculture Collective has operated as a
seemingly mostly white, mostly male, well resourced/highly privileged group has not been
inclusive. For this planning to be inclusive, we need to avoid at all costs the gentrification of
urban agriculture, a movement begun and pioneered by people of color. An influx of venture
capital for white male led tech startups who purport to save the world, and who "just want
everyone to be able to eat healthy," is an easy way to help the privileged get richer and to gain a
false sense of pride while doing so. My fear is that on the ground, local and federal financial
resources and the apparatus for policy making will all be shifted towards shiny white
entrepreneurship and away from the grassroots communities of color who have been pushing and
educating their electeds on the importance of urban agriculture, with incredible persistence and
effort for decades. How quickly we lose that traction when white wealth appears. Those of us
with privilege, especially white and/or male privilege need to become guardians of equity and
make sure that the original leaders in this movement are at the table.
Thanks for your time today and I look forward to more follow up discussions!
Molly
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Dear Chairman Greenfield, Council Member Espinal, and Committee Members,
I am a resident of Forest Hills, Queens and co-author of two recent studies on New York
City urban agriculture. Beyond the Kale: Urban Agriculture and Social Justice Activism
in New York City, a book published in 2016, illustrates how some urban farmers and
gardeners work to advance social and economic equity, in addition to growing healthy
food for their communities. Five Borough Farm: Seeding the Future of Urban
Agriculture in New York City, a report published in 2012, documents farming and
gardening throughout the city, and identifies opportunities to strengthen this practice
through citywide policy. I am currently conducting research on economic equity in
commercial urban agriculture in New York City and Paris, and I work closely in an
advisory capacity with several citywide urban agriculture groups.
I have researched, written about, and practiced urban agriculture for the past ten years,
through the Cooperative Extension system in California’s Bay Area before arriving in
New York, and I have studied its evolution, nationally, which dates to the late 19th
century. It is exciting to see urban agriculture grow in new directions with the expansion
of for-profit urban farms in the past several years. Indeed, New York is leader in rooftop,
commercial, and indoor farming, and by my count, there are at least twenty for-profit
urban farms in the city.
New York City has in fact long been a leader in urban agriculture, and this is well
recognized. What is less well acknowledged is that farmers and gardeners in lowincome communities throughout the city have been growing healthful food in
community and backyard gardens for decades. Most often this has been done with
few-to-no monetary resources beyond individuals’ personal household budgets, and
ephemeral support from city government. The majority of these, among them over 1,200
community gardens and community farms, are located in historically low-income
communities and communities of color. Many are led by people of color and long time
neighborhood residents. Many sell their fresh fruits and vegetables at low costs on-site to
low income neighbors and support the development of community-based
microenterprises. A chapter in Beyond the Kale, attached to this testimony, documents
this history and diverse landscape.
I am intrigued by Int. 1661 and the possibility that a comprehensive urban agriculture
plan may at last put into place a more transparent policy environment in which decisions
are made about the use of city land, buildings, and structures to grow healthy food. And
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yet, food system-planning efforts in the city have, in the past, excluded meaningful and
respectful participation from community based groups, particularly those led by people of
color and low income city residents. A process that involves direct, regular, and
mutually beneficial representation of all who farm and garden in the five boroughs
would help to ensure that such a plan contributes to a stronger and more just city.
There are several longstanding, citywide urban agriculture organizations that would have
important insights into how a comprehensive urban agriculture plan could best address
the needs of low income New York City residents, community gardeners and farmers.
Just Food, the New York City Community Garden Coalition, and Farm School NYC, in
particular, have histories of working with urban farmers and gardeners to strengthen food
access, environmental resilience, opportunities for youth, and address economic needs in
some of the city’s lowest income neighborhoods through urban agriculture and food
microenterprise development. Each has deep knowledge of the day-to-day realities of
residents in their communities. Ongoing and formal participation by such groups in
the plan’s development would help to ensure that:
a) land use, zoning, and building issues identified in Int. 1661 are addressed equitably in
the plan. This point refers specifically to the following items in the bill:
(i) cataloguing existing and potential urban agriculture spaces;
(ii) classification and prioritization of urban agriculture uses;
(iii) potential land use policies to promote the expansion of agricultural uses in the
city;
(iv) an analysis of those portions of the zoning resolution, building code, and fire
code that merit reconsideration to promote urban agriculture
b) measures to address food access, urban resiliency, youth development, job creation,
and community economic development through urban agriculture recognize and support
existing initiatives created and managed by organizations in low-income communities.
This point refers to the following items in the bill:
(v) expand the availability of healthy food in low-income neighborhoods;
(vi) integrate urban agriculture into the city’s conservation and resiliency plans;
(vii) youth development and education with regard to local food production;
(viii) direct and indirect job creation and impacts from urban agriculture
production.
Additionally, inclusion of these—and possibly other community groups with
longstanding histories of working in and for low-income New York City communities—
in the development of the plan would help to ensure that assessment of the feasibility to
create an office of urban agriculture (item (ix) in the bill) includes an assessment of
whether, and to what extent such an office will be designed and resourced to address the
priorities of low income community gardeners and farmers throughout the city, as
expressed by members of these communities. Without this, there is risk of neglecting, if
only inadvertently, a significant part of the city’s urban agriculture system.
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The need for a comprehensive urban agriculture plan for New York City is clear: As notfor-profit community farmers and gardeners are joined by for-profit farmers, a plan will
help to clarify and make more transparent decision making, procedures, and allowed land
uses for growing food throughout the city. Inclusion of all parts of New York’s urban
agriculture community in developing the plan will ensure its integrity.
I welcome the opportunity to provide further input on the bill as it is considered by the
committee and the council, and on the plan if, and as it is developed in coming months.
Sincerely,

Kristin Reynolds, Ph.D.
Forest Hills, NY
kristin@foodscholarshipjustice.org
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New York City’s Urban
Agriculture System

Just a short walk from Yankee Stadium, in the Highbridge neighborhood of the
South Bronx, Abu Talib tends a nearly half-acre oasis of vegetables, cherry trees,
space for a flock of chickens, and a play area for neighborhood children. In 1992
Talib, together with his son and other community residents, cleaned what was
then a trash-strewn lot and turned it into Taqwa Community Farm. Vacant parcels like the one that became Taqwa were the consequence of public policies
ranging from urban renewal to scaled-back city services that disrupted social
networks, destroyed housing, and contributed to environmental, economic,
and public health ills in the South Bronx and other low-income communities
of color. Taqwa was created as the neighborhood was rebounding from decades
of neglect. Despite New York City’s economic growth in the early 1990s, the
problems of alcohol abuse, drug trafficking, and gang violence persisted in the
streets surrounding the farm. Motivated by a desire to improve conditions in his
community, Talib organized a group of volunteers and met with officials from
the New York City Department of Parks and Recreation to get permission to
garden the site. He and the other neighborhood volunteers turned it into what
has since become one of the city’s best-known community gardens.
Today, Talib manages Taqwa with his fellow gardeners.1 During the growing season they gather at the farm to grow food, socialize, and provide a place
for neighborhood youth to spend time outdoors with adult mentors. Other
neighborhood residents shop at a farmers’ market held at the site. Like many
gardens and farms that operate on city land, Taqwa has regular open hours for
non-gardeners, and it also hosts workshops and classes conducted by the New
York Botanical Garden’s Bronx Green-Up program and a not-for-profit training
program called Farm School NYC. The farm is truly a community space, and it
illustrates the power of neighbors to join together, take ownership in revitalizing
abandoned lots, and steward them to meet neighborhood needs.
Although Taqwa stands out as an exemplary project, it is grounded in a long
history of urban food production and community-based activism in New York.
21
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As noted in chapter 1, New York’s farms and gardens are as diverse as the city itself, ranging from small patches of green space to larger, even commercial-scale,
operations, and urban agriculture programs are led by people with varied interests and occupations—hobbyists, activists, farmers, entrepreneurs, chefs, students—who are part of different racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups.
As is true in many diverse systems, individuals and organizations involved
in urban agriculture in New York City experience different levels of privilege
that in turn affect the extent to which their farms and gardens are successful
or help achieve social justice goals. Urban agriculture in New York is rooted in
the broad social, political, and historical contexts of the city itself; yet it is also a
system composed of different individuals, organizations, and agencies, as well as
networks, policies, material resources, and physical spaces (see appendix 2 and
appendix 5 for descriptions of this system).
As discussed in chapter 1, some urban agriculture activists explicitly connect
their farming and gardening efforts to broad social change objectives. Others,
like Talib, see their everyday activities of growing food, mentoring neighborhood youth, and maintaining community spaces as a way to address day-to-day
symptoms of structural oppression in communities that have long suffered political and economic disenfranchisement and government neglect, even if they
do not describe their work as activism per se. To these de facto activists, the
significance of their farm and garden programs lies not only in the activities in
which they engage and the leadership they exemplify but also in their deep and
long-standing relationships with the places and cultural communities in which
they work. People like Talib have long histories in New York City’s urban agriculture system, even if their work is overshadowed by higher-profile initiatives.
This chapter reviews the overall system, including the pivotal moments that explain the shape of the city’s contemporary urban-agriculture-based activism.

The Roots of New York’s Urban Agriculture
Urban agriculture is often portrayed as the latest fad, but food has always been
produced in cities. In New York, farming and gardening have been important sources of sustenance for low-income residents since the city’s founding.
Though early forms of urban agriculture in New York City were pragmatic, addressing the need for nearby and relatively low-cost food prior to modern transportation, processing, and preservation technologies, city food production has
also been promoted during specific historical moments for social and political
reasons. Farms and gardens have been thought of as a means to inculcate patriotism in wartime, as a way to augment classroom education, and as a remedy for
what Progressive Era reformers believed were the ills of urbanization. Agriculture in the city has also long been intertwined with class differences, the politics
of urban economic inequality, and the use of public space; since the 1960s and
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1970s, some participants have engaged in it as a response to urban policies that
have exacerbated racial and class disparities.
early forms of urban agriculture in new york
Until the early nineteenth century, many New York City residents kept livestock
and home gardens for subsistence, but by the midcentury commercial food
production became common within the city. Commercial dairies were established during this time because the lack of refrigeration and efficient transportation made it impossible to be far from customers, and some neighborhoods,
like the area in Manhattan that is now known as Chelsea, came to have sizable
dairy herds (Egan 2005). Other livestock, notably hogs, were kept to manage
urban food wastes and for their meat (Blecha and Leitner 2014; McNeur 2011;
Tremante 2000). Many of these commercial businesses were owned by recent
immigrants seeking financial stability (Tremante 2000). Animals raised for
commercial purposes were often crowded into lots close to breweries, rendering plants, and manure lots located in industrial neighborhoods inhabited by
low-income city dwellers (Tremante 2000). Although they provided food for
the city’s growing population, these commercial livestock yards often posed a
nuisance to surrounding neighborhoods; indeed, they were among the earliest
examples of class-based urban environmental and health disparities related to
food.
Public health consciousness took hold in the mid-nineteenth century, and
city officials, along with some city residents, became increasingly concerned
about the risks of consuming products derived from livestock kept in unsanitary
conditions, not to mention the nuisance and health risks of the effluent and carcasses created by these businesses. These concerns set the stage for class-based
battles over the legality of urban animal husbandry. As technology allowed for
long-distance transportation of perishable products, and in the wake of professional public health campaigns against so-called swill milk (milk produced
by cows raised in cities to which some proprietors added whitening substances
to improve the appearance), wealthier residents began to buy dairy products
from farms located outside of the city, which were deemed more sanitary and
of higher quality. Some urban dairies continued production, at times adulterating their products to drive costs down and attract lower-income customers,
but in the late nineteenth century, the establishment of a Dairy Commission led
to sanitary standards that, with the advent of refrigeration and rail transport,
pushed dairies out of the city altogether (Tremante 2000).
Hog production in New York City also differentiated social classes in the
nineteenth century. Only the poorest residents in lower-income neighborhoods
kept pigs for subsistence and waste disposal, and the efforts of wealthier residents and government officials to eliminate the animals from the city were met
with staunch resistance (McNeur 2011; Blecha and Leitner 2014). After a num-
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ber of cholera outbreaks during the 1830s and 1840s, however, the combination
of new municipal regulations, greater enforcement of public health standards,
and an expanded inspection and police force resulted in the elimination of
hogs from the city by 1859, and of virtually all livestock from public spaces soon
thereafter (McNeur 2011).
Vegetable gardens and farm plots persisted throughout the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries even as the city’s population grew, in large measure
because they were more environmentally benign than livestock. Beginning
in the 1890s, New York City’s municipal government, like those of other large
US cities, supported public gardening programs as a way to address food insecurity among poor residents and prevent civil unrest during economic crises
(L. Lawson 2005, 2004). New York replicated a well-known Detroit effort, the
Pingree Potato Patch program (named after that city’s mayor), which allocated
land for subsistence food production to provide relief from poverty during the
worldwide economic depression of 1873–1879 (L. Lawson 2004). As economic
conditions improved in New York and elsewhere in the United States, these gardening programs generally gave way to development of the land they occupied.
Growing one’s own food was seen as an emergency measure to stave off hunger
and avert protests in times of economic crisis, rather than a means of long-term
sustenance for individuals and families living in or at the brink of poverty. Policy makers and planners viewed industrial, commercial, and residential development as better and more profitable use of the land than food production, and
the economic activities resulting from development as more appropriate for city
dwellers than farming.
progressive-era, wartime, and depression-era gardens
During the Progressive Era, a period of social activism and political reform in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, political leaders supported
garden projects as an antidote to industrialization and rapid urbanization
(Hayden-Smith 2006, 4–5). Gardens and farms were seen as a means to teach
agricultural and life skills to a growing urban populace alienated from its rural
roots, and to engender cultural reform and “shape cultural values” (HaydenSmith 2006; L. Lawson 2005). In 1917, the educational philosopher John Dewey
advocated expanding the number of school gardens to inculcate “constructive
patriotism” in children as well as to supplement food production (Dewey 1917).
During World War I, the US War Department funded initiatives such as
the US School Garden Army, the Liberty Garden program, and the Women’s
Land Army to create new urban gardens, engage schoolchildren in gardening,
and train young women to work on farms in place of male farmers sent to war
(Hayden-Smith 2014). For the government, the purpose was to augment the
output of rural farms, compensate for food sent to troops abroad, free up wartime shipping capacity by reducing food transport, and build support for the
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war effort by engaging civilians in what was promoted as a patriotic activity
(Hayden-Smith 2014, 2006; Hynes 1996; L. Lawson 2005). The programs substantially boosted urban agricultural production. For example, in 1918 Liberty
Gardens provided an estimated $520 million worth of food nationally (Hynes
1996, xi). At the municipal level, local organizations in New York City promoted
the federal programs by sponsoring demonstration gardens in prominent places
like Bryant Park and Union Square in Manhattan and by providing technical
assistance to gardeners (L. Lawson 2005). Through the government-funded
Women’s Land Army of America, women were recruited to work on farms near
cities. Barnard College, a private women’s liberal arts college in Upper Manhattan, organized a women’s agricultural camp in the then-rural suburb of Bedford,
New York, to teach 142 “farmerettes” the skills needed to work in area farms (Lai
2009).
After World War I, many of the garden program sites were developed for
real estate and other nonagricultural uses, though during the 1920s and 1930s
some city planning departments incorporated gardens into their land-use plans
(Hayden-Smith 2006). During the Great Depression, the federal Works Progress Administration sponsored relief gardens for food production in urban
areas, but these programs were also abandoned after the federal government
adopted the Food Stamp Program for farm surplus in 1937 (ibid.). Livestock
were still present in urban areas in limited numbers until the 1930s, though they
were used more for aesthetic purposes and landscaping than for human sustenance. Indeed, sheep were kept on lawns at the White House during the Wilson
Administration, and in New York City’s Central Park, until 1934 (Blecha 2007,
14–15).
After the United States entered World War II, four different federal agencies
launched a second national garden initiative. As during the First World War’s
Liberty Garden campaign, the Victory Garden campaign of World War II promoted gardening in rural, suburban, and urban areas as a duty of civilians to
participate in the war effort. Wartime propaganda encouraged Americans to
grow their own food to enable the government to divert commercial agricultural products to the troops and Allies abroad (Victory Gardens 1999; L. Lawson 2005, 170–181; Hayden-Smith 2014). In part because many urban residents
were already growing their own food, often in response to scarcity in the Great
Depression, World War II–era Victory Gardeners were able to produce an estimated 44 percent of the nation’s vegetables during this period (Hayden-Smith
2006, xii; Hynes 1996). Many families also raised chickens and livestock along
with vegetables, though animal husbandry was not a part of the national Victory
Garden campaign (Blecha 2007; Bellows et al. 2000).
By 1943 New York City had an estimated four hundred thousand Victory
Gardens, and an additional fifty thousand were added in the 1944 growing
season—an unprecedented increase in urban food production (Jenkins 1944,
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1943). Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia’s administration supported the effort, yet not
with significant financial resources, as the city was struggling to recover from
the Great Depression. Moreover, the city was ambivalent about the feasibility
of maintaining sizable spaces for food production in densely built areas. A report on Victory Gardens in New York City published by Cornell University, the
state’s land-grant college, cautioned that “in the closely built areas, particularly
in Manhattan, Victory Gardens are out of the question. . . . The [smaller] home
garden is by far the most satisfactory” (New York State College of Agriculture
1943).
postwar urban agriculture
Urban agriculture waned during the 1950s. Government wartime gardening
programs ceased, the US economy grew, and the food distribution and retail
system industrialized and centralized. Supermarkets replaced smaller grocers as
the predominant source of food for urban (and suburban) residents. As public
policies like federal funds for interstate highways and federally insured mortgages for veterans supported the growth of racially segregated suburbs, aesthetic
preferences among the white, middle-class suburbanites who populated these
communities turned toward manicured lawns instead of vegetable patches
(Hynes 1996, xiii–xiv; L. Lawson 2005, 205–7). Some of the wartime Victory
Gardens remained as urban community gardens, and public housing authorities in larger cities like New York actively promoted gardening for beautification
and to engage residents in sponsored social activities (Hynes 1996, xxiii–xiv; L.
Lawson 2005, 205–7). Urban livestock husbandry also continued in this period,
especially among immigrants who carried on the cultural practices and dietary
customs of their home countries, which often emphasized freshly raised meat
(Bellows et al. 2000; Blecha 2007, 14–15). Still, city gardening and farming were
far less prominent than they had been in previous decades.

The Re-emergence of Urban Agriculture in New York City
Urban gardening re-emerged in the 1960s and 1970s, this time as a grassroots
effort, in contrast to the government-led programs that had been designed to
meet the pragmatic and political needs of wartime mobilization and the Depression (L. Lawson 2005). One of the most visible manifestations of urban agriculture in this period was the proliferation of neighbor-led projects to create
community gardens on vacant lots.
The resurgence of urban gardening was a response to broad economic, political, and social changes in New York and other large cities. In the postwar period,
most suburban developments were racially and socioeconomically segregated
through neighborhood covenants, deed restrictions, and bank redlining—the
practice of not lending money in communities of color, areas bankers identified as financial risks, indicated by red boundaries drawn on lenders’ maps.
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As middle-class white families moved from cities to suburbs, so did retailing,
resulting in reduced tax revenues for municipalities. An increasingly interconnected global economy also meant that firms were more easily able to relocate
to locations with lower-cost labor, inexpensive land, and newer infrastructure.
These developments led to an exodus of industry from older cities, along with
stable manufacturing jobs and associated tax revenues. Often, the only infrastructure that remained consisted of obsolescent and contaminated industrial
sites. Remaining residents were left to fend for themselves in accessing necessities from medical care and fire protection to healthy food.
These changes accelerated the flight of middle-class whites, causing population declines in inner cities. Beginning in 1949, federal funds became available for cities to condemn and clear low-income neighborhoods (designated by
city planners as slums) to entice new development, a process known as urban
renewal. These urban renewal projects often targeted communities of color,
uprooting large numbers of black and Latino/a residents, and in the process
increasing racial segregation within cities, breaking up the social networks in
these neighborhoods, and disrupting intact low-income communities. Federal housing funds also financed the construction of public housing, which in
New York City took the form of high-rise towers. These projects concentrated
low-income people of color in buildings that were often physically isolated and
class-segregated, further disrupting communities and social networks.
In New York City, these economic, demographic, and policy changes reduced the city’s tax base while increasing the need for public services, putting
the city on the brink of bankruptcy by 1975 and shutting it out of the capital
markets (Fuchs 2010). To stave off bankruptcy and regain access to capital, the
state created the New York State Financial Control Board, which had the power
to require the city to cut its budget. The board reduced the discretionary portion
of the city’s operating budget, slashing services funded by municipal tax revenue, such as garbage collection, firefighting and policing, schools, hospitals, and
libraries. Over the course of the 1970s, some one in five city jobs were lost due to
attrition or mandated layoffs. The police department was reduced from 31,000
employees in 1972 to 22,000 in 1980 (Newfield and Du Brul 1981, 7). Despite increases in political power among people of color during this period, from a successful campaign for community control of public schools to a strong mayoral
run by Puerto Rican political leader Herman Badillo, these cutbacks still fell
disproportionately on low-income communities of color from the South Bronx
to Central Brooklyn.
More insidiously, the budget cuts were part of a strategy of “planned shrinkage,” in which services were reduced in neighborhoods with declining populations, ostensibly to improve efficiency by concentrating remaining resources in
neighborhoods with stable populations and income to support them, but also
to accelerate the depopulation of low-income communities that were labeled
“pathological” by political leaders like Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Paradoxically,
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the reduced services in the communities designated for planned shrinkage led
to initial population losses that were considered evidence of community decline, justifying further service cuts.
Reductions in municipal functions like policing and sanitation had pernicious effects, but the city’s decision to close and consolidate fire companies in
low-income neighborhoods was particularly damaging. Relying on modeling
by the Rand Corporation that was subsequently discredited, in the 1970s the
city closed or consolidated dozens of fire companies and reduced the Fire Department’s workforce, mostly in low-income communities of color in the Bronx
and Brooklyn, even though these were often densely populated, with older yet
more intensively used housing that was therefore at greater risk of fires and fire
damage. Closures of fire companies continued throughout the 1970s, even as the
numbers of building fires grew to a peak of 56,000 in 1976. Fires forced mass
movements of low-income residents within and between neighborhoods, directly and indirectly displacing an estimated 600,000 black and Latino/a residents (Wallace and Wallace 1998, 18). The fires destroyed large numbers of housing units, prompted landlords of nearby buildings to neglect and abandon their
properties, and accelerated the movement of middle-income residents to other
neighborhoods and out of New York City. The psychological, social, and physical disruptions caused by these upheavals led to declining public health, reduced public safety, and shorter life expectancy (ibid., 17–19). Many of the city’s
gardens and farms are on the vacant lots created by this period of malignant
government and property-owner neglect of low-income communities of color.
In the wake of the city’s fiscal crisis, municipal leaders in the 1980s adopted
neoliberal growth strategies that relied increasingly on business subsidies and
fiscal austerity to stimulate economic activity (Fainstein and Fainstein 1989).
Then-mayor Ed Koch, mirroring a political philosophy espoused by the Reagan administration, played a significant part in lowering expectations of the city
government’s responsibility for solving urban problems, emphasizing the need
for public-private partnerships and private-sector leadership to produce needed
affordable housing and to stimulate economic development, responsibilities
that in the past had been assumed to a much larger degree by city government
with federal funds. Though motivated by different political views, the shift to
neoliberal municipal policies was consistent with demands for greater citizen
engagement and self-help at the neighborhood scale, supporting the growth
of activities like vacant lot cleanups and community gardening. But it also had
negative effects on low-income communities of color that depended to a large
extent on public services because residents lacked the personal wealth to supplement diminished city functions like education, health care, parks, libraries,
and sanitation with private services.
Economic and demographic changes during the 1980s also played a role in
the growth of community gardening activity. Cities began to grow economically,
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particularly those like New York that were centers of finance connected to the
global economy. Population losses began to reverse, and cities attracted young,
white, affluent residents who were able to compete in the postindustrial economy, even as large numbers of low-income residents remained disconnected
from the rapidly growing financial and real estate sectors.
Moreover, as private investment began to return to some low-income neighborhoods close to the central business district, like Manhattan’s Lower East Side,
many of the black and Latino/a residents who had borne the brunt of city disinvestment in the 1970s but were not protected by tenancy in public housing were
displaced. The city and the private sector supported this process of gentrification by promoting a vision of low-income communities as the “urban frontier,”
encouraging young, middle-class, white people to act as urban “pioneers” and
“homesteaders” by populating these communities building by building, block
by block (N. Smith 1996). As noted in chapter 1, these so-called pioneers often
used the cleanup of rubble-strewn lots and the creation of gardens as a way to
beautify, and take control of, the neighborhoods in which they were “settling,”
though perhaps disregarding the fact that their “homesteading” drove up real
estate values and intensified efforts to displace longtime residents, many of them
low-income people of color who were already gardening. In gentrifying communities, however, people of color and new residents did often work together
to create gardens, focusing on the immediate benefits of lot cleanups and safer
green spaces and not the secondary effects of these gardens on real estate values
and how a real estate boom induced by neighborhood greening might make the
gardens vulnerable to development pressures. Many of the gardens were created
on city properties taken from private owners who stopped paying their taxes on
properties that lost much of their value due to municipal disinvestment. In areas
of the city not yet subject to gentrification, such as Harlem, the South Bronx,
and Central Brooklyn, residents were focused on reclaiming sites lost to urban
renewal, abandonment, and fires, creating safe and healthy spaces and growing
food to improve their neighborhoods.
urban agriculture and the grassroots
Community gardening, the most prevalent form of urban agriculture in 1960s
and 1970s New York, was thus a response to interconnected economic and political trends, although gardeners were motivated by other factors as well. For
residents unwilling or unable to leave their neighborhoods, creating something
positive by turning a rubble-strewn lot into a garden was often a survival strategy. For neighborhood newcomers, whether conscious of their role as gentrifiers or unaware of the consequences of their actions, turning vacant spaces
into gardens was a process of “taming” that urban frontier (N. Smith 1996). For
some activists involved in civil rights, feminist, and mainstream environmental
movements, urban gardens were both spaces for community organizing and op-
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portunities to solve problems like crime, environmental injustice, and the need
for more educational opportunities for youth (Hynes and Howe 2004; Stephens
et al. 1996). In contrast to gardening programs led by progressive reformers in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, or those sponsored by federal
government programs during wartime and the Depression, urban agriculture in
this period grew out of grassroots organizing (L. Lawson 2005).
Many discussions of urban agriculture activism of this era point to the theatrics of white activist Liz Christy and her self-proclaimed band of “green guerillas [sic]” composed of Christy and other young, middle-class artists living on
the Lower East Side (known as Loisaida by Latino/a residents). In an effort to
reclaim the many abandoned lots in the community, Christy organized neighborhood residents to toss seed “green-aids” (a mixture of mud and flower seeds)
over fences separating lots from the street, plant flowers in median strips, and
transform a heavily trafficked corner into a community garden. The organization
she helped form, Green Guerillas, emphasized neighborhood residents’ “selfhelp” over reliance on city services to clean up abandoned and rubble-strewn
city lots (Hynes and Howe 2004, xiii; L. Lawson 2005, 205–8).
Christy’s goals were to improve conditions for the existing residents, to
emphasize the value of urban greening, and to support community control of
land. However, these intentions and her success in creating gardens notwithstanding, the long-term results were decidedly mixed. The gardens contributed to increased property values on the Lower East Side and to the neighborhood’s gentrification, while also serving as spaces of resistance to development.
Green Guerillas exists to this day; it emphasizes a grassroots-organizing and
community-driven model of change.
Less frequently included in written accounts, yet arguably more important in
terms of the extent of New York City community gardening, are the many black
and Latino/a gardeners in Upper Manhattan, the Bronx, and Brooklyn who
were also early leaders during this era (New York City Community Garden Coalition n.d.). Low-income neighborhood residents, including many black and
Latino/a gardeners, also took managing the effects of government abandonment
and private disinvestment into their own hands. They, too, organized neighbors
to clean and plant rubble-strewn lots that were abandoned by landlords and
taken over by the city for unpaid taxes. They turned these lots into green spaces
and community centers, often with vegetable plots, botanical landscaping, and,
in some gardens, casitas (traditional Puerto Rican wooden structures used as
meeting places within gardens) for community activities. Churches, community
organizations, and associations of neighbors often supported these activists.
The sweat equity of neighborhood residents often filled in for diminished
municipal services like sanitation and policing. From this perspective, the gardens can justifiably be understood as supporting government devolution and
neoliberal policies. Yet the spaces also served as community gathering places
for grassroots organizing and political activism (L. Lawson 2005). Though writ-
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ten historical accounts to date do not pinpoint one individual as a spearhead
of these initiatives led by people of color, their efforts to convert vacant spaces
into gardens and farms, in addition to the work of white-led groups like Green
Guerillas, set the stage for the unfolding of urban-agriculture-based activism
throughout the city.
government support and development conflicts
New York City’s urban agriculture in the late 1960s and early 1970s was enabled
by urban policies, even if municipal agencies didn’t set out to create a large network of gardens. By the late 1970s, however, City Hall stepped into the field of
urban agriculture, recognizing that gardeners were cleaning up vacant parcels
and restoring order to communities at virtually no cost to the city. In 1978 the
Koch administration allocated federal Community Development Block Grant
funds to create Operation Green Thumb (today the New York City Parks and
Recreation Department’s program called GreenThumb), which provided technical support to gardeners and helped them manage city-owned garden sites.
The Green Thumb program supported hundreds of urban agriculture projects throughout the city’s low-income communities, as required by the funding.
In contrast to the wartime and Depression-era programs, the goal of the Green
Thumb program was not to simply encourage production. New York City’s
decision to launch Operation Green Thumb was based largely on the desire
to engage city residents as stewards of vacant city-owned land until development opportunities arose. Another consideration was the potential for gardens
to spur investment by making the surrounding neighborhoods attractive to
higher-income individuals and real estate developers. In the words of the parks
commissioner under both the Koch and Giuliani mayoral administrations, the
program was “where you could park land for interim use. . . . You don’t want
a rubble-strewn area, so you park it in Green Thumb and let it be used as a
garden. But the key word is ‘interim’” (Raver 1997). The increasing popularity
of community gardens and the availability of federal community development
dollars to fund Operation Green Thumb eased the political decision to support
this interim use.
Additional government programs that supported urban agriculture in New
York during this time included the Garden and Greening program of the New
York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) and local cooperative extension programs (typically funded by the US Department of Agriculture [USDA], county
governments, and state land-grant universities). NYCHA’s Garden and Greening
program evolved from a 1963 citywide resident garden competition (New York
City Housing Authority 2014a). Initially a flower garden contest, it expanded to
include a vegetable gardening competition and eventually a full-fledged program that today also includes tree plantings and environmental education (New
York City Housing Authority 2014b). This program was motivated by the desire
to provide what NYCHA viewed as wholesome activities for residents of low-
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income public housing facilities and to put to productive use some of the vast,
yet frequently barren, landscapes of the city’s high-rise “tower in the park”
housing projects. Cornell University Cooperative Extension’s Master Gardener
Program (part of a national system of similar programs initiated in the early
1970s, which still operate throughout the United States) trained volunteers to
provide advice on home gardening (Stephens et al. 1996; Reynolds 2011), and
the USDA-sponsored Urban Garden Program, which existed from 1976 through
1994, employed cooperative extension agents to teach about gardening, smalllivestock husbandry, and nutrition in twenty-six cities, including New York
(ibid.). These programs were designed to help low-income city residents access
fresh food at a low cost.
By 1980, real estate development had begun to pick up in Manhattan (and to
a lesser extent in other boroughs), and displacement of lower-income residents
was occurring in neighborhoods adjacent to the city’s central business districts
(Sites 1997, 545). City agencies and private developers sought to capitalize on
increasing demand for housing, and the city adopted policies to create more
units. During the previous decade, property abandonment and disinvestment
had made the gardens, and the sweat equity of gardeners, appealing to city officials. However, as the economy rebounded, many of these sites were viewed
as valuable development parcels, and the gardeners as obstacles. This shift was
particularly true in neighborhoods like the Lower East Side, where a decade of
gentrification had made market-rate housing construction financially feasible
and the garden sites more lucrative to developers. In 1986, the city’s destruction of the Garden of Eden, a revered community garden in this neighborhood,
contributed to the 1988 riot in neighboring Tompkins Square Park, which was
largely a reaction against city policies supporting gentrification, and foreshadowed what would become a much larger conflict over garden displacement in
the 1990s (Zukin 2011).
While the gardens of the East Village and Lower East Side were targeted
for development, the gardens in low-income communities of color in Brooklyn, Queens, and the Bronx faced less pressure from real estate development
but were not invulnerable. These neighborhoods had ample vacant public land
and faced far less private-development interest than communities in Manhattan; as a result, community gardens continued to be created on city-owned lots
there throughout the 1980s. Yet seeds of conflict were being sown. In 1986, the
Koch administration announced a $5 billion housing plan to build or rehabilitate 250,000 apartments in ten years in communities that had suffered from
property neglect and abandonment in all five boroughs. Production of affordable housing in low-income neighborhoods accelerated as the administration
formed partnerships with nonprofit housing development organizations to construct new units. The city began transferring the control of some gardens from
the Parks Department to the Department of Housing Preservation and Devel-
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opment (HPD) so the latter could assemble easy-to-develop sites for larger-scale
housing projects (ibid.).
The conflict between housing production and community gardens continued through the 1990s as the local and national economies grew. Land values
in some communities with gardens continued to increase, and news of plans to
convert particular sites into housing caused all community gardeners to worry
about their tenure on city-owned parcels (Howe 1994). Under Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, the city stopped approving new GreenThumb gardens in 1994 and attempted to sell off all of its vacant land, including parcels occupied by gardens,
in 1996 (Elder 2005, 777). A critical moment for New York’s urban agriculture
system came in 1998 when the city stopped renewing existing GreenThumb licenses and initiated the process of auctioning 114 garden sites (Englander 2001).
Mayor Giuliani framed the issue in terms of needing the land to build new
housing, emphasizing that constructing new apartments to open up units for
lower-income residents was more important than gardens, that housing (and
not food production) was a basic right for city residents, and that property owners of newly constructed market-rate housing would stabilize “impoverished”
neighborhoods and help existing residents of all income levels. Activists in the
community gardening, environmental justice, parks and open space, and affordable housing movements countered by arguing that “the public the Giuliani
administration was interested in cultivating was that of the white middle class,
real estate and development interests, and potential donors,” pointing out that
there were many other parcels of vacant land available for housing, and suggesting that the administration feared the garden sites as places for the mobilization
of people opposed to its policies (Staeheli, Mitchell, and Gibson 2002, 200).
The ensuing struggle involved legal challenges by the gardeners and public
protests (C. Smith and Kurtz 2003; Elder 2005). Lawsuits were filed based on
claims that the proposed sale violated state and city environmental review laws
and that they disproportionately harmed people of color, in violation of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Elder 2005). The courts dismissed these claims, holding that the city had the right to balance the benefits of housing development,
community facilities, and construction jobs against the loss of open space (ibid.,
783). Despite these legal losses, however, advocates for the gardens were able to
convince then–New York State attorney general (and gubernatorial candidate)
Eliot Spitzer to file a lawsuit against the city, largely based on the original claim
of city officials’ failure to follow environmental review laws. The suit resulted in
a temporary restraining order barring the sale, opening up an opportunity for
singer-actress Bette Midler’s nonprofit New York Restoration Project (NYRP) to
buy fifty-one gardens and for the national nonprofit Trust for Public Land (TPL)
to buy an additional sixty-three parcels, most in communities of color and gardened by people of color.
In the wake of the Spitzer lawsuit, the purchases by NYRP and TPL, and
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the emergence of a newly energized and organized activist urban agriculture
community that extended beyond community gardeners to environmental justice and other activist groups, the Giuliani administration agreed to NYRP’s
and TPL’s purchases and eventually relented on the sale of many other gardens.
Giuliani’s successor, Mayor Michael Bloomberg, settled the attorney general’s
lawsuit shortly after taking office in 2002, maintaining most of the remaining
gardens by transferring their control back to the Parks Department or to other
nonprofit groups (Eizenberg 2013). As a result of this battle, most existing garden sites were spared from development, though community garden preservation and land tenure remain contentious issues between gardeners and New
York City government to this day (Cohen, Reynolds, and Sanghvi 2012; Moynihan 2013). Gardens on city property do not have permanent or even long-term
tenure, which many gardeners feel is important for maintaining community
green spaces in their neighborhood, in addition to justifying the gardeners’ significant investment of time and energy in maintaining the sites. As this book
is going to press, the Housing Preservation and Development Department has
solicited private developers for new residential buildings to be located on HPDcontrolled vacant land, including active community gardens.
garden activists
Overall, the period that began in the late 1990s galvanized a strand of activistoriented urban agriculture in New York that characterizes an important part
of this system today. The experience of fighting to save community gardens
strengthened advocacy groups that support urban agriculture, like the New
York City Community Garden Coalition, a grassroots group formed in 1996
(largely to address the threats to community gardens discussed above). These
events had helped frame gardens as an integral part of the city’s landscape. Also,
some residents saw gardening as a way to claim a “right to the city” (Eizenberg
2012b, after Mitchell 2003), even as New York’s prodevelopment municipal government continued to regard urban agriculture as merely an interim use of cityowned parcels. The development of some garden sites and continued threats to
community gardens overall highlighted their vulnerability.
One lasting outcome of this battle was the creation of a group of community
gardens with permanent land tenure and management staff, namely those operated by NYRP, various land trusts, and larger nonprofit organizations. These privately held gardens are recognized as productive spaces providing instrumental value to the city. They have helped establish food production as a legitimate
urban land use. However, for those GreenThumb gardens on city land (mostly
in communities of color) and thus not protected with permanent tenure, it has
become ever more apparent both that the act of gardening in New York City is
politically charged, and that the stakes of not engaging in political activism can
be high for the gardens, the gardeners, and the residents of neighborhoods in
which gardens are situated.
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By 2010, as urban agriculture gained popularity throughout the country and
concerns about diet-related public health disparities became politically salient,
the city adopted new rules granting licenses for gardens in the city’s GreenThumb program to operate on city property. The rules include provisions for
automatic renewal provided that gardens comply with the license terms and
conditions, with a mandatory public review if the city wishes to evict gardeners
and develop a site (City Record 2010). Despite these required procedures, the
city is still able to develop garden sites for housing or any other public purpose.

New York City’s Contemporary Urban Agriculture System
Urban agriculture in New York City today builds on the farming and gardening
movements of previous eras but with growing spaces, practices, and motivations
that make use of new technologies and take advantage of a moment in which
concerns about the food system and addressing social inequities are both popular and politically salient. In addition to long-standing community gardens,
small-livestock husbandry (notably chicken keeping) has become more common, and beekeeping has been legalized. Food production intended to address
urban food insecurity has also returned, as has commercial farming. “Guerrilla”
gardening has become more sophisticated, with the use of geographic information systems technology to map vacant lots and publicize property ownership
data to help would-be gardeners identify and gain access to possible sites.
Conflicts over the use of vacant space for food production versus development remain intense, especially as the number of vacant city-owned parcels has
declined and real estate values have risen. Yet the Bloomberg administration,
which drew to a close in 2013, for the most part spared community gardens
and other urban agriculture sites even as it rezoned many neighborhoods to
increase development density. Moreover, the notion that farming and development are incompatible has begun to change as city housing agencies and private
developers have found ways to integrate urban agriculture spaces into the city’s
infrastructure, including on rooftops of new affordable housing projects and
older commercial buildings, in upscale restaurants and supermarkets, and on
temporarily stalled development sites.
Yet as noted above, conflicts remain as the administration of Mayor Bill de
Blasio, who was elected in 2013 on a platform of addressing inequality throughout the city, seeks to build or preserve 200,000 units of affordable housing. In
fact, there is no formally adopted city policy to preserve existing gardens and
farms on public land or to expand urban agriculture. Strategy documents issued by elected officials (e.g., New York City Council 2010; Office of Manhattan
Borough President 2009, 2010, 2015) and iterations of the city’s sustainability
strategy (City of New York 2007, 2015) discuss the value of urban agriculture
and describe plans to create new gardens and farms. However, short of issuing
long-term licenses for gardens and farms, mapping the sites as parkland (which
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cannot be developed without state approval), or turning the sites over to land
trusts or nonprofits, these remain merely intentions of the administration.
Historically, New York City’s position on urban agriculture as a way to use
public space has shifted in response to the social, political, and economic climate
of the moment, and there is no guarantee that current support will continue. In
the absence of firmer commitments to urban agriculture, activism remains a key
focus for some farmers and gardeners, but it extends beyond preserving gardens
themselves. Activists such as Abu Talib and Yonnette Fleming continue to use
farm and garden spaces as venues to address both neighborhood-level concerns
and much broader social and political issues.

Disparities in New York City’s Urban Agriculture System
Urban farmers and gardeners in New York City must confront many of the same
challenges faced by their counterparts in other US cities. As discussed in more
detail in chapter 6, in addition to garden tenure, these challenges include accessing clean soil, compost, seeds, and tools; finding sufficient funding to support food production and related programs; working with city policies affecting
farming and gardening; and identifying enough people to manage a variety of
activities and program tasks. And yet within New York’s urban agriculture system, individuals and organizations often experience these challenges differently
according to their own race, gender, and class, as well the demographics of the
communities in which they work (e.g., see Cohen, Reynolds, and Sanghvi 2012;
Reynolds 2014). For example, accessing clean soil and compost for raised beds is
important in many urban environments, since urban soils tend to be low in nutrients and high in contaminants (McClintock 2012; Duchemin, Wegmuller, and
Legault 2008). However, contaminated soil is particularly common in areas with
mixed industrial and residential land, and these areas often are communities
of color and/or neighborhoods with predominantly low-income residents (e.g.,
see Sze 2007). As a result, these farm and garden organizations must take additional precautions (often requiring financial and material resources and technical help) merely to ensure the safety of the food they produce (see Vigil n.d.).
Soil quality is just one example of how general challenges to urban agriculture
may be different from community to community, often with disproportionate
burdens placed on farmers and gardeners situated in historically low-income
communities and communities of color in New York.
Disparities also exist between urban agriculture groups themselves. Interviewees in the Five Borough Farm project (discussed in the preface and Appendix 1) characterized the city’s urban agriculture system as two distinct communities, one with significantly more financial resources, stronger relationships
with influential groups, and/or a white leadership that created or took advantage of opportunities to expand their operations. As one (white) farmer noted:
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There are two very unique and distinct aspects of this urban farm movement going on. . . . One is very middle class and white, and one is not. One is of color and
very low income. And they are . . . very separate. Unless they are brought together,
I don’t know that the success of either is going to continue. The needs [of each
group] are completely different.

When asked for examples of the different needs, this farmer suggested that lowerincome gardeners in communities of color often lack financial resources and
carry out their work without being paid, while white middle-class urban farmers
are more concerned about whether they can make a living farming—covering
basic expenses is less of a problem. Other interviewees in that study claimed that
organizations led by people of color faced greater difficulty securing resources,
in part because they were less connected with political leaders and groups with
financial resources (e.g., foundations and private donors). The interviewees
based their opinions about these disparities on their own experiences in trying
to obtain funds and other resources for their projects, as well as their observations of resources available to urban farms and gardens led by middle-class
whites (Cohen and Reynolds 2015). But these opinions also suggest that white
privilege and intersectional forms of oppression, as discussed in chapter 1, may
be one source of the disparities among urban agriculture groups. One (African
American) farmer cautioned that disparities made New York’s urban agriculture
system unsustainable, stating:
I’m afraid right now that the way [urban agriculture is] looking is white-led. And
people of color are being pushed to the side. I don’t want crumbs. . . . And . . . if this
movement is [going to be] sustainable, it has to be equal. Because right now I’m
starting to see a trend whereby the people with the most power, the most voices,
are getting the money and the people who can’t speak as well are [not].

While New York’s urban agriculture system is a network of diverse people, organizations, policies, materials, and physical spaces like farms and gardens, disparities between groups, particularly disparities based on race and class, keep
this system from being as successful as possible. As discussed in chapter 6, recognizing these as significant challenges that are rooted in uneven dynamics of
power and privilege is key to urban agriculture as social justice activism. As
one farmer proclaimed, urban agriculture “can empower people to have political . . . and economic power,” though only if the disparities in power are reduced
or eliminated.

Roots of Urban Agriculture Activism
As this chapter has illustrated, New York City has a long and diverse history of
urban agriculture that has been about politics and social justice as much as it has
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been about food production. Gardening and livestock husbandry performed by
poor city residents and commercial operators in the nineteenth century gave
way to Progressive reform-oriented garden projects at the turn of the twentieth
century and subsequent government-sponsored programs that were prominent
throughout the United States during the two world wars and the Depression.
After a hiatus in the mid-twentieth century, urban agriculture re-emerged in
New York City in the form of grassroots “guerrilla” and community gardening
beginning in the 1960s and 1970s. The roots of contemporary urban agriculture
activism in the city can be most directly traced to this era, when community
gardening was a means to rebuild neighborhoods that had borne the brunt of
public and private disinvestment. Despite a frequent association of this movement with white, middle-class activists, people of color throughout the city were
also leaders in this period of urban agriculture.
As the economy grew in the 1980s and 1990s, community gardeners and urban agriculture organizations had to defend their rights to the spaces they occupied and reaffirm the value of the gardens to city officials who viewed them
largely as a temporary use for sites that were slated for development. This galvanized a strand of urban agriculture activism focused primarily on preserving
and maintaining gardens situated on city-owned land. The Giuliani administration’s largely unsuccessful attempt in 1999 to sell a large number of city-owned
garden sites required gardeners and farmers to become more politically active
and to ally with sympathetic political officials, nonprofits, and philanthropic organizations.
The 1999 crisis produced several outcomes that have stabilized urban agriculture while also creating tensions in this system: the gardens preserved through
the New York Restoration Project and the Trust for Public Land became permanent (privately held) green open spaces, establishing the viability and value
of working urban landscapes; and a strand of activist-oriented urban gardening
took hold through the organizing efforts of the New York City Community Garden Coalition. However, the process of protecting the gardens also made what
had been a transgressive use of public space part of the status quo. Most of the
gardens remaining on city land were spared development and were given additional protections from eviction—though not permanent tenure—alleviating
some but not all of the tensions between gardeners and City Hall.
Contemporary New York City urban agriculture comprises an increasingly
diverse network that builds on historical legacies but makes use of innovations
like aquaponics and rooftop farming and engages with current social and political concerns. A small number of larger community and commercial farms have
also joined long-standing community gardens, while relatively new technologies have been used to publicize key information about existing and potential
farm and garden spaces. City agencies, including those responsible for low-income housing and environmental protection, have invested in integrating urban
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agriculture into housing facilities. They have also subsidized urban farms and
gardens as stormwater management infrastructure and have established policies
to help commercial urban farms and greenhouses, thereby advancing the notion of urban agriculture as a source of entrepreneurship, job creation, and tax
revenue for the city. The embrace of urban agriculture at the city level has mirrored the growing popularity of the practice at the national and global scale. Yet
race- and class-based disparities among urban farmers and gardeners detract
from the sustainability of individual projects and the system overall.
Since 1999, urban agriculture activism has continued to gather momentum
and has also diversified. Today, gardeners and farmers still advocate for policies
affecting their day-to-day and long-term agricultural practices, most notably
garden tenure and legalization of specific activities like beekeeping. However,
some urban agriculture activists also focus on broader social, environmental,
and economic justice concerns. An overlapping group of New York City activists, many of them people of color and women with long-standing roots in their
communities, use urban agriculture as one strategy to address tangible inequities such as community food insecurity and lack of green space, as well as much
deeper historical social problems including structural and intersectional forms
of oppression.
As discussed in chapter 1, some of these activists frame their work in terms
of specific concepts or in line with various activist and intellectual traditions.
Others, like Abu Talib, simply speak of their farming and gardening efforts as
a proactive way to address the ongoing effects of concentrated poverty in their
communities. While their labors bring important benefits that reach far beyond
providing food in their communities, these activists’ work is often overlooked
in mainstream accounts of urban agriculture, reproducing cycles in which public recognition and social capital reinforce disparities between comparatively
privileged (often white) groups and those with fewer economic and political resources.
Simply documenting what is wrong with this system does not go far enough
in shifting the narrative toward one that supports the leadership of people of
color and women whose work is focused on dismantling oppression. Highlighting existing leadership among activists of color (and like-minded white activists) and the various ways in which they use farm and garden programs to advance social justice is a key element of this project, to which we turn next.
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